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I. Supervision of Laws

1. Never Forget …
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I. Supervision of Laws

2. Good Legislation

Legislator must not "forget" its law once passed but …

… consider effective implementation early in the process,

… foresee possible costs and opposition, 

… establish adequate processes for supervision (ex-post evaluation),

… reconsider and amend (or abolish) the law if necessary.
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II. Duty of Supervision

1. Constitution
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II. Duty of Supervision

2. Proportionality
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II. Duty of Supervision

3. Proportionality – and Time

«Il fatto che il legislatore cantonale abbia introdotto nella legge
l'obbligo di analizzare, dopo un periodo di prova, l'efficacia della
tassa di collegamento, oltre ad essere la dimostrazione che
questi era consapevole dei problemi concernenti il rispetto delle
garanzie costituzionali, permette in concreto di ritenerla
ammissibile e quindi di tutelare la normativa impugnata. In effetti,
la valutazione che verrà effettuata permetterà di controllare
l'efficacia e la conformità della tassa con riferimento agli obiettivi
perseguiti e di adottare, se del caso, i necessari correttivi.»

BGE 147 I 16 seq., 46 c. 5 (Swiss Supreme Court)
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II. Duty of Supervision

3. Proportionality – and Time

«The fact that the cantonal legislator introduced into the law the 
obligation to analyze, after a trial period, the effectiveness of the 
levy, as well as being the demonstration that he was aware of the 
problems concerning compliance with constitutional guarantees, 
allows to consider it admissible and therefore to protect the 
contested legislation. In fact, the evaluation that will be carried 
out will allow us to check the effectiveness and compliance 
of the tax with reference to the objectives pursued and to 
adopt, if necessary, corrective measures.»

BGE 147 I 16 seq., 46 c. 5 (Swiss Supreme Court) 
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III. Evaluation Clauses

1. Examples
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III. Evaluation Clauses

1. Examples
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III. Evaluation Clauses

1. Examples

«The Federal Council coordinates and controls the 
implementation of personnel policy. It periodically checks 
whether the objectives of this law are being achieved and 
reports to the Federal Assembly and requests the necessary 
measures in a timely manner. It agrees with the parliamentary 
supervisory commissions on the form and content of the 
reporting.»
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III. Evaluation Clauses

2. Design

In drafting evaluation clauses, legislator should consider …

… what to evaluate (law, parts of it, effectiveness in general, specific 
questions etc.),

… by whom (administration, Parliament, independent body etc.), 

… how (methods, benchmarks etc.),

… in which periods (annually, after a certain time etc.),

… to do what with the results (to advise Parliament, to inform the public 
etc.), and

… to achieve what (improvement of the law, abrogation etc.).
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III. Evaluation Clauses

2. Design
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III. Evaluation Clauses

3. Advantages

Legislator should consider evaluation clauses, because they …

… prevent legislator from forgetting the law,

… allow double-checking of legislative goals,

… sustain a certain influence of Parliament (oversight),

… allow a tail-made approach to ex-post evaluation

… secure ex-post evaluation from the very beginning of implementation,

… are no excuse for government to omit further ex-post evaluation.
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III. Evaluation Clauses

3. Advantages
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II. Befristungen
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IV. Sunset Clauses

1. Example
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IV. Sunset Clauses

2. Background

Reasons for Sunset Clauses

- Temporary Problem

- Temporal Public Commitment

- Political Compromise

- Need for confirmation (ex-post evaluation)

- Experiment 
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V. Summary

Ex-post evaluation is …

… an essential part of good law-making,

… often required by the constitution (proportionality),

… ideally considered already in the making of law,

… is tailor-made to the specific law (evaluation clause), and

… maybe also a part of sunset legislation. 
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V. Summary


